I. Call to order 6:34 P.M.
   a. Roll Call
   b. Designating Chair for This Meeting
      i. President: Voting on Duchimaza for meeting chair
      ii. Call for UC, seconded, no objections
   c. Statement of Quorum by the Chair
   d. Approval of Meeting Notes from September
      i. Motion to approve, seconded, approved
   e. Amendments to the Agenda
      i. S. Hartman: Motion to add short presentation about upcoming Iowa One Health conference to Senate Forum, seconded, approved

II. Open Forum (40 Min)
   a. Mark Rowe-Barth – Director, Student Wellness – mrbarth@iastate.edu
      i. [Presentation]
      ii. K. Lange: Part of Vet School and public health club, and we do wellness week each week (common struggles: alcohol, suicide, etc.) – Would you be interested in helping with that?
      iii. MRB: Yes. Didn’t know it existed.
      iv. K. Lange: Usually done right before dead week
      v. J. Nazareth: Will you be pushing the Live Healthy, Iowa challenge?
      vi. MRB: Was asked to get involved. One initiative in Stu Affairs is also staff wellbeing. Did it for employees. Given its focus on physical activity, don’t know that supporting it would be filling much of a gap, since we have lots of that already. Could partner with Rec. Services.
      vii. JN: Last week took part in 10-week challenge as department, registration opens in Dec.; would be nice to extend to all graduate students; Rec. Services took it up but pushed it a little too late
      viii. D. Yu: Social as well as physical health?
      ix. MRB: Yes, right. Physical health is important part of paradigm, but looking at social/mental/emotional/occupational/intellectual/environmental
      x. D. Yu: Very inclusive. What is procedure if students want to seek help?
      xi. MRB: So many entry points on campus. We’re not counsellors or doctors. Focus is promotion/education. We’re a fine starting point – will get students connected to the right people.
      xii. D. Yu: Guidance and direction, then?
      xiii. MRB: Basically. Promotion is large part of role. One issue from talking with students and staff is central hub with wellness resources/information on campus/community resources, holistically focusing on all areas.
      xiv. D. Yu: Do we need to make an appointment? How does that happen?
      xv. MRB: Would gladly set up a time to talk.
      xvi. D. Yu: Intervention?
      xvii. MRB: Depends on the topic. In role as wellness health educator, not clinical provider so there are boundaries where we would refer to a doctor.
      xviii. D. Yu: Ok, was mainly interested in areas could help on.
xix. MRB: One-on-one, through an organization such as putting on an event, etc.
xx. President: Interesting position that came up in Student Affairs office – was one of the new head’s priorities. Had one meeting on pursuing idea of holistic wellness: physically, mentally, financially stressed. If you have any ideas, we will be meeting again, so I fyou have ideas/questions feel free to reach out to them/me/both.

b. Jazzmine Hudson – Sexual Misconduct Prevention Coordinator – jhudson@iastate.edu
   i. [Presentation]
   ii. A. Archer: How would this program be different than Title IX training we all go through?
   iii. JH: We are reviewing the Title IX training (all agree tedious, not as engaging as we’d like) to modernize the conversation as other institutions use other programs that would be more engaging/interactive. The campaign would standardize what campus stands for when it comes to sexual misconduct. About changing environment, not minds, to make a more safer climate.
   iv. M. DuPont: What do you need from us as graduate students and elected?
   v. JH: Trying to create language for support/accountability when it comes to your position/area. Are trainings comprehensive? Is anything missing? Open to learning about experiences that you’ve had/encountered. Will continue to do climate surveys; let us know if you have ideas.
   vi. President: Students as well as employees. This office is important especially when there is a conflict with the PI. Theme of wellness, feeling comfortable on campus.
   vii. M. Hogg: One major issue I notice is that we don’t all come from one undergraduate place, so there is an assumption of education on these matters. Improvement in orientation?
   viii. JH: Did update website that’s better organization – help, definitions
   ix. K. Heim: Some agencies have been around for years (e.g., ACCESS). Have you partnered/worked together to avoid duplication?
   x. JH: Yes, already doing collaborative programming w/ACCESS. Many entities are response-heavy rather than preventative, though they have been helpful in making connections.

III. Senate Reports: (40 Min)
   a. Report of the President
   b. Report of the Vice President
      i. President: Comment for the Senate – would really like senators to come forward with speaker suggestions
      ii. M. Mantilla Perez: What about the polls we did last year? Someone from VPDIC (Vice President of Diversity and Inclusion Council)?
      iii. President: On the schedule for Jan.
   c. Report of the Treasurer
   d. Report of the Chief Information Officer
   e. Report of the University Relations and Legislative Affairs Chair
f. Report of the Professional Advancement Grant Chair
   i. J. Lee: For example, have a conference on Oct. 24 and wasn’t approved until Oct. 22.
   ii. PAG: Let me know before the deadline

g. Report of the Graduate and Professional Student Research Conference Chair

h. Report of the Graduate Student Government Senator
   i. M. Alcivar: Currently, ISU Police’s body cameras not public. Cameras on Welch/Chamberlain probably also won’t be public. Still worthless.
   ii. P. Poosarla: Procedure for police to university should be transparent. Subpoena/warrant, or can an officer just show a badge and ask for it?
   iii. President: Say that cameras will be there off campus, and university using student money to put up cameras in the city is not appropriate. Our money does support the city police department so should use public monies for it. Students cannot bear full responsibility for this.
   iv. A. Archer: Who asked for the cameras?
   v. SG Senator: Ames chief of police
   vi. E. Jordan: Body cameras are normally for protection of police, right? Evidence of not engaging in misconduct. Cameras in Campustown should be for us, for our safety.
   vii. President: SG “plane-gate” resolution for Board of Regents inquiry which has begun
   viii. Motion to extend time, objection, vote

i. Report of Special Committees

IV. Senate Forum (30 Min)
   a. S. Hartman: introduce Neil Vezeau to give presentation on Iowa One Health Conference – intersection of human, animal, and environmental health
      i. [details/overview of the event]
      ii. Treasurer: Any plan to rotate it through the state?
      iii. NV: Wanted to shift to different parts of the state, so I want to host it at the Ved Med College (lots of interest there) sometime in the near future

V. Unfinished Business
   a. None

VI. New Business
   a. Senate Bill F16-05: Fall 2016 Graduate and Professional Student Senate (GPSS) Regular Allocations (30 Min)
      i. Mantilla Perez introduces the bill
      ii. Motion to consider read, second, UC, second, no objection
      iii. M. Alcivar: Explain regular allocations?
      iv. Treasurer: Explanation
      v. Mantilla Perez: Lots of groups made the mistake of requesting too much money for food
      vi. Call question, second, voting, UC, second, no objection

VII. Roll Call and Announcements
   a. President: Meeting with Alumni Association where we discussed special group for graduate students
      i. Please encourage your groups to apply for money
b. Mantilla Perez: Question to the president, re: tuition increase  
c. President: Has been proposed in Oct., will vote in Nov.

VIII. Adjournment
    a. motion, second, UC, second, no objection